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 Numerical behaviour of buried flexible pipes in geogrid-reinforced soil under 27 
cyclic loading 28 
Ahmed Elshesheny, Mostafa Mohamed, Nabil M Nagy and Therese Sheehan 29 
ABSTRACT: Three-dimensional finite element models were executed and validated to 30 
investigate the performance of buried flexible high-density Polyethylene (HDPE) pipes, in 31 
unreinforced and multi-geogrid-reinforced sand beds, while varying pipe burial depth, 32 
number of geogrid-layers, and magnitude of applied cyclic loading. Geogrid-layers were 33 
simulated considering their geometrical thickness and apertures, where an elasto-plastic 34 
constitutive model represented its behaviour. Soil-geogrid load transfer mechanisms due 35 
to interlocked soil in-between the apertures of the geogrid-layer were modelled. In 36 
unreinforced and reinforced cases, pipe burial depth increase contributed to decreasing 37 
deformations of the footing and pipe, and the crown pressure until reaching an optimum 38 
value of pipe burial depth. On the contrary, the geogrid-layers strain increased with 39 
increasing pipe burial depth. A flexible slab was formed due to the inclusion of two-40 
geogrid-layers, leading to an increase in the strain in the lower geogrid-layer, despite its 41 
lower deformation. Inclusion of more than two geogrid-layers formed a heavily reinforced 42 
system of higher stiffness, and consequently, strain distribution in the geogrid-layers 43 
varied, where the upper layer experienced the maximum strain. In heavily reinforced 44 
systems, increasing the amplitude of cyclic loading resulted in a strain redistribution 45 
process in the reinforced zone, where the second layer experienced the maximum strain. 46 
KEYWORDS: Buried flexible pipe, Cyclic loading, Elasto-plastic constitutive behaviour, 47 
Numerical modelling, Slack effect, Three-dimensional geogrid modelling. 48 
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1 Introduction 49 
To overcome the worldwide population increase, new buildings, houses and 50 
transportation links may be built over already existing infrastructure, e.g. buried pipes. 51 
This could lead to an unexpected increase in the loads and stresses sustained by these 52 
pipes, causing severe damage. Enhancing the performance of soil cover above these 53 
pipes would lead to a reduction in the adverse impacts of new constructions, maintaining 54 
the safety of the pipes. Such performance enhancement could be achieved through 55 
improving load transfer mechanisms in the pipe-soil system through compacting the side 56 
soils, replacement of weak soil, using chemical stabilization, and possibly by including 57 
geosynthetics [1]. Several researchers investigated the experimental behaviour of buried 58 
pipes in unreinforced-soils under the application of various loading profiles [2-8]. The 59 
influence of inserting reinforcing-layers in the soil-cover above the pipe was also 60 
experimentally investigated [9-17]. Bueno, et al. [17] performed small and large-scale 61 
tests to investigate the vertical stress distribution on buried pipes due to the inclusion of 62 
geosynthetic-layers in the soil cover, while applying vertical static loads. Results 63 
suggested that reinforcement-inclusion would allow the installation of flexible pipes at 64 
shallower burial depths while maintaining their safety under applied loads as vertical 65 
stress above the pipe would be reduced, leading to increased safety and longevity of 66 
buried pipe. The performance of flexible pipes buried in reinforced and unreinforced soils 67 
with different densities was experimentally investigated while applying surface pressure 68 
[16]. It was reported that the inclusion of geogrid-layers significantly decreased the 69 
deflection of the crown, providing more protection to the pipe. Corey, et al. [12] performed 70 
laboratory tests on shallow buried steel-reinforced HDPE pipes under geogrid-reinforced 71 
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and unreinforced soils, while applying static loading to investigate pipe deformations, 72 
earth pressure, and strain in the walls of the pipe and the geogrid-layers. It was concluded 73 
that the inclusion of geogrid-layers significantly contributed to decreasing the longitudinal 74 
strains of pipe walls. Ahmed, et al. [10] performed experimental and numerical 75 
investigations on buried pipes in geogrid-reinforced soil to measure the distribution of 76 
earth pressure on the pipe. The contribution of the geogrid layer in reducing the pressure 77 
on the pipe was found to increase with the increase in the surface loading. Hegde, et al. 78 
[11] experimentally investigated the performance of small-diameter Poly-vinyl chloride, 79 
PVC, buried pipes in reinforced sand beds using a combination of a geocell and geogrid-80 
layers while applying static loading. It was concluded that the use of the geogrid-layer 81 
and geocell combination contributed to reducing strain and pressure in the pipe. Palmeira 82 
and Andrade [14] investigated the damage that a buried pipe would experience due to 83 
sudden rigid object penetration, as well as the protection provided to the pipe due to the 84 
inclusion of geosynthetic-reinforcements. It was reported that strains and stresses 85 
sustained by the pipe were reduced due to the inclusion of reinforcing-layers. 86 
Tafreshi and Khalaj [15] performed laboratory tests to investigate the performance of 87 
small-diameter HDPE pipes buried in geogrid-reinforced soil beds while applying 88 
repeated loading. Data illustrated that the geogrid-layers’ inclusion in the soil significantly 89 
reduced both pipe and soil surface deformations. Mehrjardi, et al. [13] investigated the 90 
protection concept for buried pipes in the trench due to the inclusion of geocell-91 
reinforcements. Full-scale tests were performed while applying a repeated loading profile. 92 
It was reported that soil surface deformation and vertical diametric strain of the pipe 93 
decreased due to the inclusion of reinforcement. Elshesheny, et al. [9] performed large-94 
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scale laboratory tests to investigate the performance of buried flexible HDPE pipes in 95 
multi-geogrid-reinforced soils under incrementally increased cyclic loading. It was 96 
concluded that the inclusion of the geogrid-layers contributed to decreasing pipe and 97 
footing deformations, crown pressure, and strains in the pipe and geogrid-layers. 98 
Experimental research, such as the aforementioned, is accurate but also costly and of 99 
limited availability. Consequently, numerical investigation became a required tool to 100 
investigate the variations of the controlling parameters of buried pipes under reinforced 101 
soils. It allows variation of the stiffness of the pipe and the reinforcing-layers, unit-weight 102 
of the soil, the number of reinforcing-layers and the loading pattern.  However; it requires 103 
a more intensive computational effort. 104 
Numerical modeling is an important method to investigate stresses and strains in a 105 
geosynthetic-reinforced soil system. Accurate simulation of geosynthetic-reinforcement 106 
requires a model which combines the geometry and the adopted constitutive model of the 107 
reinforcement, to closely represent its real behaviour. The performance of buried 108 
structures under reinforced and unreinforced soil beds was investigated numerically [18-109 
24]. Behaviour of buried pipes under reinforced-soil beds was numerically investigated 110 
[10, 19, 25]. Hegde and Sitharam [19] performed numerical investigation on the use of a 111 
combination of geogrid and geocell reinforcement in providing protection to buried small-112 
diameter PVC pipes, under the application of vehicle tyre pressure. It was reported that 113 
the reinforcing system laterally distributed the stresses and reduced the stresses 114 
transferred to the pipe. Armaghani, et al. [25] numerically investigated the failure of buried 115 
pipelines due to low uplift resistance, and the enhancement that occurred in the system 116 
performance due to the inclusion of geogrid-layers. Various numerical models were 117 
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developed considering variations of pipe burial depth, pipe diameter and length and 118 
number of geogrid-layers. It was reported that the inclusion of two-geogrid-layers 119 
enhanced the uplift resistance of buried pipelines. The uplift resistance was directly 120 
proportional to the pipe burial depth and its diameter. 121 
Extensive research considered linear elastic constitutive models to represent the 122 
behaviour of geogrid-reinforcement, considering the geogrid geometry as a planar sheet, 123 
ignoring the apertures between its longitudinal and transverse ribs and its local thickness 124 
[26-30]. The missing plastic behaviour of the geogrid reinforcement will not define its 125 
actual performance. On the other hand, ignoring the apertures of the geogrid will prevent 126 
the confinement effect of the geogrid-reinforcement because of the absence of the 127 
passive earth resistance mechanism generated through the interaction between the 128 
backfill and the geogrid’s ribs, i.e. soil-geogrid interlocking. Such a mechanism has a 129 
significant contribution in sustaining applied loads [31]. Consequently, the need for a 130 
proper geogrid model considering both its plasticity and its three-dimensional geometry 131 
is necessary. Hussein and Meguid [32] adopted a numerical model which considered the 132 
three-dimensional geometry of the geogrid-layer and the constitutive behaviour of its 133 
material, i.e. an elasto-plastic constitutive model considering elasticity and plasticity. They 134 
used the aforementioned model to numerically validate the experimental data acquired 135 
by Chen, et al. [33]. It was reported that a good match between the experimental and 136 
numerical load-settlement results was achieved. It should be noted that the numerical 137 
and experimental testing was performed using a static loading profile, and the system did 138 
not contain any buried structures. 139 
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2 Research significance 140 
Based on the critical review of the available technical literature, numerical modelling of 141 
geogrid-layers considering their three-dimensional geometry and elasto-plastic 142 
behaviour, while applying cyclic loading, has not been investigated to date for a 143 
reinforced-soil-pipe system. Consequently, in this research, three-dimensional numerical 144 
models of buried flexible HDPE pipes in multi-geogrid-reinforced soil beds, under a cyclic 145 
loading profile representing traffic loading, are investigated. The numerical behaviour is 146 
validated using laboratory data acquired from experimental investigations performed by 147 
the authors, [9]. Then a numerical parametric study is performed to investigate the 148 
influence of varying the burial depth of the pipe, H, the number of the geogrid-layers, N, 149 
and the amplitude of the applied cyclic loading on the overall response of the system. 150 
Such increases in the applied loading would represent variable vehicle capacities or traffic 151 
load increase with passing time. The research investigated the deformations of the pipe 152 
and footing, the crown pressure and the strains of the geogrid-layers.      153 
3 Experimental Work 154 
A series of fully instrumented large-scale laboratory tests were carried out to investigate 155 
the performance of flexible HDPE pipes, in geogrid-reinforced and unreinforced sand, 156 
while applying incrementally increasing cyclic loading. Hereinafter, a brief description is 157 
discussed, since the detailed configuration of the testing rig, loading profile, testing 158 
procedure and material testing is presented in a previous research paper by the authors 159 
[9]. The experimental investigation for buried flexible HDPE pipes was enabled through 160 
designing and manufacturing a relatively large-scale fully instrumented testing rig, which 161 
was formed out of loading system, testing tank and data acquisition system, as presented 162 
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in Fig. 1.A. The loading system was constituted out of an Advanced Servo Hydraulic 163 
Actuator system, which was mounted on a strong loading frame. The capacity of the 164 
actuator was 1000 kN. The loading system could apply variable loading profiles, e.g. 165 
monotonic and cyclic loading. A rigid testing tank with dimensions of 1500 mm in length 166 
and 1000 mm in both height and width was designed and manufactured, as schematically 167 
presented in Fig. 1.C. The loading profile was applied to the investigated systems through 168 
a rigid strip footing, which was 990 mm in length and 200 mm in width. The detrimental 169 
frictional effect between the footing and the walls of the tank was avoided by reducing the 170 
length of the footing by 10 mm compared with the width of the tank. The base of the 171 
footing was roughened using a heavy-duty sandpaper to enable reflecting the applied 172 
pressure by traffic loading. Two Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) were 173 
used to measure footing settlement, where the average reading was considered. The 174 
deformation of the invert of the pipe was measured using one LVDT installed underneath 175 
the pipe through a 20 mm hole, which was formed in the base of the tank. A mechanism 176 
was developed using a rigid rod, a nail and two LVDTs to measure the deformation of the 177 
crown of the pipe, as shown in Fig. 1.A and Fig. 1.C. A smooth Polyethylene sheet 178 
covered the inner walls of the tank to minimize wall friction. Strain gauges were attached 179 
along the mid-section of the pipe, particularly at the crown and the spring-line, to measure 180 
the strain generated due to loading, as presented in Fig. 1.B. Moreover, the measurement 181 
of strain along the geogrid-reinforcing layers was facilitated through installing one strain 182 
gauge at the middle longitudinal rib of each layer. Measurement of the pressure on the 183 
crown of the pipe was achieved by installing an earth pressure cell 20 mm above the 184 
crown of the pipe. Two data acquisition systems were used to enable the readings of 185 
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crown pressure, pipe and reinforcing layer strain and the deformation of both the pipe and 186 
the footing to be recorded simultaneously. All of the measurement devices were 187 
calibrated prior to use to ensure the generation of high-quality data. 188 
3.1 Materials 189 
3.1.1 Sand 190 
A relatively uniformly graded silica sand was used to prepare homogeneous testing beds, 191 
i.e. bedding layer and backfill cover. Based on the specifications of the British Standard, 192 
BS 1377-1:2016, the sand was classified as Even-Graded, [34]. The experimentally 193 
acquired physical and mechanical properties of the sand are presented in Table 1. 194 
Preparation of homogeneous sand beds was achieved by using a raining technique, 195 
where sand was poured through a perforated screen with 5 mm holes from a 500 mm 196 
dropping height. To ensure the reproducibility of the sand beds, measurements for the 197 
dry unit-weight of the sand were taken at variable locations in the tank. The dry unit-198 
weight of the sand was found to be 16.32 ± 0.02 kN/m3, which would ensure the 199 
consistency of the prepared sand beds. The dry unit-weights of the sand beds were found 200 
to be 99% of the maximum dry unit-weight obtained according to the standard Proctor 201 
test. 202 
3.1.2 Pipe 203 
In this research, HDPE pipes with dimensions of 200 mm for the outer diameter, 5 mm 204 
for the wall thickness and 990 mm in length were used. The length of the pipe was 205 
shortened by 10 mm to eliminate friction between its ends and the walls of the tank. The 206 
gaps between the pipe and the tank walls were sealed using foam strips, as illustrated in 207 
Fig. 1.B. Fig. 2 represents the average stress-strain behaviour of the material of the pipe 208 
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based on the specifications of the British Standard, BS EN ISO 527-1:2012, [35]. Data 209 
illustrates that the pipe material has a modulus of elasticity of 700 MPa, a unit-weight of 210 
9.23 kN/m3 and a ring stiffness of 1 kPa. 211 
3.1.3 Geogrid-reinforcement 212 
Tensar biaxial geogrid reinforcing layers, SS20, were used to prepare the reinforced sand 213 
beds. The experimentally acquired mechanical properties of the reinforcing layers are 214 
shown in Table 2, according to the British Standard specifications, BS EN ISO 215 
10319:2015, [36]. Based on the average stress-strain behaviour, shown in Fig. 2, the 216 
material of the reinforcing layer has a modulus of elasticity of 300 MPa and a unit-weight 217 
of 2.7 kN/m3.  218 
3.2 Cyclic loading 219 
According to the British Standard, NA to BS EN 1991-2:2003, the load applied to a buried 220 
pipe comes from variable sources, in particular vehicle or traffic loads [37] which 221 
represent cyclic loading. Wheel load can be calculated based on the axle load and the 222 
number of wheels per axle. Consequently, pressure transferred to the pipe could be 223 
calculated considering the contact area between the wheel and the soil. The applied 224 
loading profile in the experimental testing was represented by a monotonic loading phase, 225 
which ended by reaching the mean value of the cyclic loading, and followed by a number 226 
of cyclic loading phases depending on the configuration of the investigated systems [9]. 227 
The frequency of the cyclic loading was selected to be 0.5 Hz. 228 
4 Numerical modelling 229 
Numerical simulation of the different components of the investigated systems was 230 
performed using the finite element package Abaqus v.6.14. The numerical parametric 231 
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study is performed in two stages. In the first stage, the effect of varying the burial depth 232 
of the pipe and the number of inserted geogrid-layers in the system is investigated, while 233 
applying the first 200 loading cycles of the loading profile adopted in the experimental 234 
work. In the second stage, the optimum burial depth of the pipe derived from the first 235 
stage was fixed, and the effect of varying the number of the inserted geogrid-layers under 236 
the application of a similar loading profile with increased amplitude was investigated. The 237 
increase of the applied loading in the second stage would represent an increase in the 238 
traffic loading with passing time.  239 
4.1 Geogrid-layer modelling 240 
The modelling of a geogrid-layer requires a proper identification of both its geometry and 241 
the adopted constitutive model to represent its real behaviour.  242 
4.1.1 Geometry 243 
Modelling the geogrid-layer as a planar component/membrane, i.e. a layer of zero-244 
geometrical thickness, would not allow the formation of accurate interaction with the soil. 245 
Consequently, three-dimensional, 3D, modelling of the geogrid-layer, which would 246 
simulate its geometrical thickness, is required. The simulated geogrid-layer consists of 247 
three main elements, namely longitudinal and transverse ribs, in addition to the 248 
connections/junctions that were formed between them. Eight-node continuum brick 249 
elements with reduced integration (C3D8R) were used to explicitly simulate the geogrid-250 
layers, as shown in Fig. 3. It should be noted that the local increase in the thickness of 251 
the connections was not simulated to simplify their nonlinear interaction with the soil [32].  252 
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4.1.2 Constitutive model 253 
A biaxial geogrid-layer is used in this research, consequently the stiffnesses of the layer 254 
in the machine-direction, MD, and the cross machine-direction, XMD, are equal. 255 
According to the British Standard specifications, BS EN ISO 10319:2015, [36], five 256 
specimens were tested in each direction to obtain the average stress-strain behaviour of 257 
the material of the geogrid-layer which is shown in Fig. 2. Both linear/elastic and non-258 
linear/plastic portions are indicated in Fig. 2. Consequently, a nonlinear elasto-plastic 259 
constitutive model is used to represent the real behaviour of the geogrid-layer. Such a 260 
model should have the following components: 261 
1- Elasticity model defining the linear portion, using the elastic modulus and the 262 
Poisson’s ratio of the material of the geogrid-layer. 263 
2- Plasticity model using von Mises yield criterion with associated flow rule and 264 
isotropic hardening, which can be defined in Abaqus using tabular data 265 
representing the relation between the yield stress and the true plastic strain. 266 
All of the required data to define the elasto-plastic model are extracted from the 267 
experimental/nominal data presented in Fig. 2. Initially, the nominal data are converted 268 
into true data according to Eqs (1) and (2), [32, 38]: 269 
Ɛtrue = ln (1 + Ɛnom) (1) 
σtrue = σnom (1 + Ɛnom) (2) 
Where; Ɛnom and σnom are the nominal strain and stress, and Ɛtrue and σtrue are the true 270 
strain and stress required for the finite element analysis to define the geogrid plasticity. 271 
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After calculating Ɛtrue, it is decomposed into true elastic strain, Ɛel, and true plastic strain, 272 
Ɛpl, as presented in Eq (3): 273 
Ɛtrue = Ɛel + Ɛpl (3) 
The value of the elastic modulus of the geogrid material, E, is identified from the elastic 274 
zone of the average stress-strain curve, Fig. 2. Ɛel can be calculated from Hooke’s law, 275 
considering the geogrid elastic modulus and σtrue, at which the material’s behaviour 276 
changes from elastic to plastic, i.e. the end of the elastic zone. Since the elastic zone is 277 
very small/limited, the initial tangent modulus represented by the slope of the first portion 278 
of the curve could be considered to be the elastic modulus of the geogrid reinforcement 279 
[38]. Finally, by subtracting the true elastic strain from the total true strain, the true plastic 280 
strain becomes available and can be used to define the geogrid plasticity, as show in Fig. 281 
4. 282 
4.2 Pipe modelling 283 
A HDPE pipe of 200 mm diameter, 5 mm wall thickness and 1000 mm length was used 284 
in this investigation. To represent the exact geometry of the pipe considering its thickness 285 
and the tensile and compressive strains along its outer and inner walls (depending on the 286 
position), C3D8R elements were used to discretize the pipe domain, as presented in Fig. 287 
3.C. According to the British Standard specifications, BS EN ISO 527-1:2012, [35], three 288 
tensile specimens were tested. As presented in Fig. 2, the average experimental/nominal 289 
stress-strain behaviour of the material of the pipe was represented by linear/elastic and 290 
nonlinear/plastic zones. Consequently, a similar elasto-plastic constitutive model to that 291 
used for modeling the geogrid-layer was used for simulating the pipe. Data defining the 292 
plasticity of the pipe is presented in Fig. 4. 293 
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4.3 Soil modelling 294 
The geometrical modelling process of the soil was dependent on the number of the 295 
reinforcing layers inserted into the soil. Generally, the sand was modelled using elasto-296 
plastic Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria. The discretization of the soil domain was executed 297 
using C3D8R elements. Table 3 summaries the values of the input parameters to 298 
numerically simulate the soil. As long as the geogrid-layers were modelled using 3D 299 
elements, then each layer occupied a specific volume, which had to be free of soil as one 300 
volume could not be filled with two different materials. This led to dividing the soil domain 301 
into a number of smaller parts depending on the number of geogrid-layers in the soil, as 302 
shown in Fig. 5. The fill-soil was used to fill the apertures of the geogrid-layer (interlocked 303 
soil), where it had a thickness equal to that of the geogrid-layer. Consequently, the 304 
interaction between the fill-soil and the reinforcing layer could simulate the real case of 305 
the reinforced soil system, where the passive earth resistance and the frictional 306 
mechanisms could be numerically modelled.  307 
4.4 Footing modelling 308 
A rigid rectangular steel strip footing of 1000 mm in length, 200 mm in width and 30 mm 309 
in depth was used. C3D8R elements were used to discretize the footing domain. Since 310 
the footing was rigid, a linear-elastic constitutive model was used to model it. The 311 
properties of the footing are shown in Table 3. 312 
4.5 Interaction 313 
Two interaction behaviours were combined to generate an interaction property defining 314 
the soil-geogrid interaction. A tangential behaviour, which was used to define the friction 315 
generated in the contact pair through defining a friction coefficient between the soil and 316 
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the geogrid-layer (equals 0.4522) [9], was experimentally determined using a large shear 317 
box test. Moreover, an elastic slip factor (Eslip = 0.005) was used to simplify the interaction 318 
non-linearity [32]. On the other hand, a normal behaviour was used to identify the contact 319 
pressure that resisted penetration in each contact pair. ABAQUS had the ability to detect 320 
each contact pair in the model, where surface-to-surface discretization was used. Finite 321 
sliding between the two interacting surfaces was used as a constraint evolution upon 322 
sliding. The surfaces of the geogrid-layers were defined as the ‘’masters’’ in the contact 323 
pair as the stiffness of the geogrid-layers was higher than that of the soil [38]. The need 324 
for defining interaction between the variable soil parts was eliminated, since ABAQUS 325 
had the ability to merge these parts to form one new part allowing stress and deformation 326 
continuity [38]. This is applicable for parts with the same properties. In the experimental 327 
work [9], a piece of sand paper was glued to the surface of the footing, consequently, full-328 
bond interaction was defined between the footing and the soil. 329 
4.6 Meshing and boundary conditions 330 
The process of mesh size selection for the geogrid and the pipe models using linear 331 
hexahedral C3D8R elements is governed by their thickness. A sensitivity analysis was 332 
conducted using different mesh sizes to determine a suitable mesh for both the geogrid-333 
layers and the pipe that achieved a balance between accuracy and computational time. 334 
The 3D meshes for the geogrid-layer and the pipe are shown in Fig. 3.B and Fig. 3.C, 335 
respectively. The geogrid-layer and the pipe were meshed using 1976 and 1728 C3D8R 336 
elements, respectively. Partitions were created in the model, to form soil parts that could 337 
be meshed separately, as illustrated in Fig. 6.A. The number of elements used to mesh 338 
the soil ranged between 63161 and 140814, according to the burial depth of the pipe and 339 
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the number of reinforcing layers that were inserted, as illustrated in Fig. 6.B and Fig. 6.C, 340 
respectively. 341 
The boundary conditions defined at the outer vertical four edges of the model prevented 342 
translation along the perpendicular direction. The base was subjected to a fixed boundary 343 
condition preventing translation in all directions.  344 
4.7 Applied loading 345 
Two loading profiles were adopted in the FE simulations. Each profile was similar to that 346 
applied in the experimental work [9]. In the two profiles, a monotonic load of 18 kN was 347 
applied and then, cyclic loads of 5 kN and 12 kN in amplitude were applied for the first 348 
and second profiles, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 7. As a result, the cyclic loading 349 
fluctuated between 13 kN and 23 kN in the first profile, and 6 kN and 30 kN in the second 350 
profile. Monotonic loading was applied until reaching the mean value of the cyclic loading, 351 
and then cyclic loading was applied to the footing for 200 cycles. The frequency of the 352 
cyclic loading was selected to be 0.5 Hz. Generally, the loading was applied through two 353 
phases. In the first phase, the geostatic pressure was applied to the whole system, 354 
whereas the second phase was utilized to apply the defined loading profile. It should be 355 
noted that one FE model required a computational time ranging between ten and fifteen 356 
days depending on the pipe burial depth and the number of the geogrid-layers, using a 357 
fast computer.  358 
5 Model validation 359 
To ensure proper modelling of the components of the investigated systems, two validation 360 
phases were performed. Validation of unreinforced soil, N=0, and one-layer reinforced 361 
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soil, N=1, represented the first and the second validation phases, respectively. In both 362 
phases, the validation was performed by comparing the experimental and numerical 363 
deformations of the footing and the crown of the pipe, where the pipe burial depth relative 364 
to its diameter (H/D) was 1.5. In the second phase, the geogrid-layer was installed 70 mm 365 
below the footing, i.e. u/B=0.35 [4, 15, 39]. Fig. 8 showed the validation results for the two 366 
phases. In the first phase, the comparison between the results obtained using the 367 
developed FE model agreed reasonably well with the experiment data, where accuracies 368 
of 93.6% and 88.71% were achieved for the footing and the crown settlements, 369 
respectively. In the second phase, the accuracy reached 90.3% and 91.7% for the footing 370 
and crown settlements, respectively. This illustrated that the adopted techniques for 371 
modelling soil, pipe, geogrid-layer and footing are reasonable to accurately simulate the 372 
integrated system, and reliable results can be achieved. 373 
6 Parametric study 374 
Table 4 illustrates the followed testing scheme in this research. A parametric study was 375 
performed on two steps. In step one, the contribution of varying the burial depth of the 376 
pipe (H/D) and the number of the geogrid-layers (N) was investigated, while applying the 377 
first loading profile (Fig. 7.A). Based on the pipe’s optimum burial depth concluded from 378 
step one, step two was executed. In step two, the influence of varying the number of the 379 
geogrid-layers was investigated while applying the second loading profile (Fig. 7.B). 380 
7 Results and discussions 381 
Data for footing and pipe deformations, crown pressure and geogrid-layers strains were 382 
assessed and discussed. Footing and pipe deformations were normalized relative to the 383 
diameter of the pipe. 384 
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7.1 Parametric study, step one 385 
7.1.1 Unreinforced case, Series A 386 
In this series, the contribution of varying the pipe burial depth in unreinforced soil was 387 
investigated. 388 
Footing settlement 389 
Results for the normalised footing settlement (Fs/D) while increasing the number of the 390 
applied loading cycles is presented in Fig. 9.A. Data illustrated that the settlement of the 391 
footing was reduced while increasing the pipe burial depth. At the shallowest burial depth, 392 
i.e. H/D=1.5, the normalised settlement ratio of the footing reached 4.81%, and with 393 
increasing the pipe burial depth this ratio decreased, where it reached 3.5%, 2.61% and 394 
2.17% for H/D=2, 2.5 and 3, respectively. The enhancement ratio in the footing settlement 395 
was 27.2%, 45.7% and 54.9% for H/D=2, 2.5 and 3, respectively, compared with H/D=1.5. 396 
To further inspect the relationship for footing settlement, Fig. 9.B was plotted illustrating 397 
the normalised footing settlement at the last cycle against the pipe burial depth. The 398 
enhancement ratio in reducing the settlement of the footing decreased with the increase 399 
in the burial depth of the pipe, where an enhancement of 27.2% occurred due to 400 
increasing the burial depth from H/D=1.5 to 2, and only 9.2% occurred while increasing 401 
H/D from 2.5 to 3. The results suggested that a pipe burial depth of H/D=2.5 was an 402 
optimum value for the footing settlement matching the experimentally obtained value by 403 
the authors [9], where a small ratio of enhancement in the settlement was achieved for 404 
burial depths greater than 2.5, compared with the initially achieved ratio, (nearly one-405 
third). The settlement of the footing and the deformed shape of the whole model due to 406 
the variation in the burial depth of the pipe is shown in Fig. 10. It should be noted that  407 
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with the increase in burial depth of the pipe, the settlement of the footing becomes 408 
significantly controlled by the properties of the soil located immediately underneath it, 409 
where the contribution of the buried pipe in resisting the footing settlement decreases [9]. 410 
Due to the applied cyclic loading, an enhancement of the stiffness of the soil occurs 411 
leading to more resistance to the footing settlement due to applied loads, which was 412 
observed in Fig. 9.A. Generally, the analysis of soil under the application of cyclic loading 413 
is usually made using models that describe its behaviour as a relationship between shear 414 
stress and shear strain, i.e. stress-strain behaviour. During cyclic loading, the stress-415 
strain of the soil and its exhibited behaviour are related to the shear strain amplitude of 416 
the loading. Within cyclic loading the stress-strain behaviour follows loading and 417 
unloading phases, which depends on the loading amplitude and frequency, presenting 418 
hysteresis loops. Due to the change of strain generated in the soil, its stiffness varies 419 
depending on the strain rate. With the progression of loading cycles, the stiffness of the 420 
soil increases [40, 41]. However, at high level of strain value and rate, the stiffness of the 421 
soil would start to deteriorate leading to more soil deformation until failure occurs, 422 
particularly under cyclic loading [42]. The stiffness could be determined considering the 423 
slope of the initial part of the stress-strain curve, i.e. the secant modulus. Due to the 424 
application of cyclic loading, shear strain generated in the soil increases. Consequently; 425 
the particles of the soil realigned seeking equilibrium resulting in a densification process 426 
to the soil, which leads to soil hardening. This would enhance the stress-strain relation of 427 
the soil, i.e. its stiffness, which enhance the ability of soil to resist deformation under 428 
applied loading.  429 
Pipe deformation 430 
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The normalised crown settlement of the pipe at the last cycle due to the variation of its 431 
burial depth is presented in Fig. 11. At H/D=1.5, the pipe was close to the footing, and a 432 
small layer of soil interacted in the pressure mitigation. Moreover, the pipe interacted with 433 
the slip surface of the soil. Consequently, a high value of pressure was transferred directly 434 
to the pipe, resulting in significant deformation in its crown, as shown in Fig. 12. With the 435 
increase in the burial depth of the pipe, a larger volume of soil was located between the 436 
pipe and the footing, which kept the pipe far from the slip surface of the soil and reduced 437 
the value of the pressure that was transferred to the pipe. Consequently, the crown 438 
settlement was reduced. It was obvious that the deformation of the pipe was controlled 439 
by its crown deformation, where insignificant invert deformation occurred. This could be 440 
attributed to the deformable nature of the pipe, where the majority of the transferred loads 441 
to it resulted in severe deformation to its crown. 442 
Transferred pressure to the pipe 443 
The value of the transferred pressure to the pipe was governed by its location relative to 444 
the footing, i.e. its burial depth. Fig. 13 illustrates the relation between the burial depth of 445 
the pipe and the pressure transferred to its crown at the end of the applied loading profile. 446 
The increase in the pipe burial depth contributed in decreasing the value of the pressure 447 
that was transferred to it. At the shallowest burial depth, H/D=1.5, the measured pressure 448 
on the crown was 87.3 kPa. With an increase in the burial depth, the transferred pressure 449 
to the crown of the pipe was reduced to be 74.6 kPa, 63.1 kPa and 61.2 kPa for H/D=2, 450 
2.5 and 3, respectively. The enhancement ratios that were achieved due to the burial 451 
depth increases were 14.5%, 27.7% and 29.8%, respectively, relative to the shallowest 452 
burial depth. According to the pressure measurements and the achieved enhancement 453 
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ratios, it is worth noting that increasing the burial depth of the pipe from H/D=1.5 to 2 454 
resulted in a reduction in the transferred pressure to the pipe by 14.5%. This value was 455 
approximately doubled to be 27.7% due to increasing the burial depth of the pipe to 456 
H/D=2.5. The difference between the reduced pressure values due to increasing the 457 
burial depth of the pipe to H/D=2.5 and 3 was only 2.1%, which illustrated that in terms of 458 
pressure reduction, a H/D=2.5 would be considered to be an optimum pipe burial depth. 459 
According to the applied pressure to the footing, as shown in Fig. 7.A, the maximum 460 
applied pressure value was 115 kPa. On the other hand, the measured pressure values 461 
along the crown of the pipe at variable burial depths were less than 115 kPa as illustrated 462 
in Fig. 13. Consequently, a pressure reduction mechanism was formed inside the soil 463 
mass. Fig. 10 illustrated a relative settlement between the directly located soil portion 464 
underneath the footing and the soil portions adjacent to it. This led to the formation of 465 
shear stresses between these portions of soil and the generation of an active arching 466 
mechanism, [43], which redistributed the pressure inside the soil mass and reduced the 467 
pressure transferred to the crown of the pipe. Fig. 14 showed the pressure distribution 468 
inside the soil mass at different burial depths of the pipe at the end of the loading profile. 469 
The contribution of the active arching mechanism that formed depended mainly on the 470 
height of the soil layer located between the footing and the pipe, where the lower height 471 
of this soil layer resulted in the formation of a partial arching mechanism. At the shallowest 472 
burial depth, H/D=1.5, it is obvious that most of the applied pressure on the footing was 473 
directly transferred to the crown of the pipe, where a partial arching mechanism 474 
contributed to the pressure redistribution process. With the increase in the burial depth of 475 
the pipe to reach H/D=2, an enhancement in the contribution of the arching mechanism 476 
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occurred, where less pressure was transferred to the pipe. At H/D=2.5, it was obvious 477 
that a full arching mechanism was formed, where a significant decrease in the pressure 478 
transferred to the pipe was recorded and the additional increase in the burial depth, 479 
H/D=3, resulted in an insignificant additional decrease in the pressure transferred to the 480 
pipe. This supported the decision to select H/D=2.5 as an optimum burial depth of the 481 
pipe according to the pressure reduction point of view. 482 
7.1.2 Reinforced case 483 
In the reinforced case, four series were performed to investigate the contribution of 484 
varying the value of the burial depth of the pipe in geogrid-reinforced soil, where one, two, 485 
three and four geogrid-layers were utilized to reinforce the soil in series B, C, D and E, 486 
respectively. 487 
Footing settlement 488 
Fig. 15.A illustrates the normalised footing settlement at the end of the loading profile 489 
while increasing the pipe burial depth. Measurements of the footing settlement in series 490 
A and B illustrated that the inclusion of one reinforcing layer in the pipe-soil system 491 
enhanced its performance, where the footing settlements in the reinforced system were 492 
lower than those measured in the unreinforced system by 43.2%, 66.5%, 61.7% and 493 
58.6% for H/D=1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3, respectively. This could be attributed to the load transfer 494 
mechanisms generated between the soil and the geogrid-layer. The inclusion of the 495 
geogrid-layers in the soil generates a new composite material, reinforced soil, which has 496 
enhanced properties compared with unreinforced soil, in particular its shearing strength. 497 
The enhancement in the reinforced soil properties resulted from the soil-reinforcement 498 
interaction mechanisms, frictional, membrane and passive earth resistance mechanisms. 499 
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Consequently, the inclusion of a higher number of reinforcing layers in the soil would 500 
enhance the load transfer mechanisms, providing higher resistance to applied load and 501 
reducing the footing settlement.  502 
Fig. 15.B showed the relation between the normalised footing settlement and the increase 503 
in the number of the reinforcing layers at different burial depths of the pipe. It is obvious 504 
that at any burial depth of the pipe, increasing the number of reinforcing layers decreased 505 
the value of the normalised footing settlement. The inclusion of two geogrid-layers, series 506 
C, allowed the formation of a stiff platform, which was formed out of the two-geogrid-507 
layers and the trapped soil layer between them [44]. This stiff platform behaved as a 508 
flexible reinforced slab, which contributed in decreasing the footing settlement. Increasing 509 
the number of the reinforcing layers increased the stiffness of the platform that was 510 
formed leading to convergence in the reduction ratios in the footing settlement at any 511 
burial depth, which was in good agreement with the findings of Tafreshi and Khalaj [15]. 512 
However, insignificant reduction values in the footing settlement were observed while 513 
using three and four geogrid-layers compared with series C. This illustrated that the 514 
optimum reduction in the settlement of the footing was achieved while using two geogrid-515 
layers of reinforcement and using a greater number of layers did not achieve a feasible 516 
enhancement. 517 
It is worth noting that in reinforced and unreinforced cases, increasing the pipe burial 518 
depth resulted in a reduction in the footing settlement, which agreed with the outcomes 519 
of Tafreshi and Khalaj [15]. On the contrary, Hegde, et al. [11] contradicted the observed 520 
data, where in their investigation the pipe stiffness was 2-3 times higher than that of the 521 
used reinforcement system, which was a combination of geocell and geogrid. Their data 522 
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illustrated that at a shallow burial depth when the pipe is close to the reinforcement, the 523 
pipe will provide additional support to the whole system resulting in reduced footing 524 
settlement. However, in this study, the stiffness of the pipe is lower than the stiffness of 525 
the reinforcing layer, and it suffered increased crown deformation when it became in close 526 
proximity (shallow burial depth) to the loading plate.   527 
Due to the application of cyclic loading on the pipe-soil system, the soil cover located 528 
above the pipe experienced tensile strains. When the magnitude of these tensile strains 529 
exceeds the tensile strength of the soil, the particles of the soil move laterally in a plastic 530 
manner, resulting in heave formation, and an increase in the settlement of the footing. 531 
The inclusion of the geogrid-reinforcing layers significantly decreases the lateral 532 
movement of the particles of the soil because of the generated load transfer mechanisms 533 
between the ribs of the layers and the particles of the soil, in particular the passive earth 534 
resistance mechanism. 535 
Transferred pressure to the pipe 536 
Fig. 16.A shows data for soil pressure on the crown of the pipe due to the variation in the 537 
burial depth of the pipe at the end of the loading profile. Data showed that increasing the 538 
burial depth of the pipe in the reinforced pipe-soil systems resulted in a reduction in the 539 
pressure values on the crown of the pipe. Generally, the inclusion of the geogrid-layers 540 
in the investigated pipe-soil systems generated load transfer mechanisms between the 541 
ribs of the layers and the particles of the sand, which enabled the reinforced cover above 542 
the pipe to mitigate the pressure and transfer lower pressure values to the pipe. In the 543 
reinforced series, the pressure transferred to the pipe was the summation of the arching 544 
mechanism and the distributed load over the reinforcing layer mechanism, which was 545 
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generated due to the inclusion of reinforcing layers. As illustrated in series A, the 546 
contribution of the arching mechanism was enhanced while increasing the pipe burial 547 
depth. The load transfer mechanisms that were generated between the geogrid-layers 548 
and the trapped soils in their apertures contributed in forming a stiff composite layer, 549 
where the transferred pressure was distributed along its plane generating a wider loaded 550 
area with a lower pressure value underneath it, as shown in Fig. 17. 551 
Moreover, the distributed vertical pressure contributed in forming a horizontally 552 
pressurised zone surrounding the spring-lines of the pipe creating a confined zone around 553 
it. This confined zone allowed the pipe to sustain pressure while suffering lower 554 
deformation because of the laterally provided support. Increasing the number of the 555 
geogrid-layers enhanced the contribution of the distributed load over the reinforcing layer 556 
mechanism, where a greater volume of soil interacted with the reinforcing layers and the 557 
distributed load over the first layer was redistributed along the following layers, decreasing 558 
pressure on the pipe. 559 
Fig. 16.B shows pressure values on the crown of the pipe at the end of the loading profile 560 
at variable burial depths due to increasing the number of the geogrid-layers in the 561 
investigated pipe-soil systems. At a shallow burial depth, H/D=1.5, the measured 562 
pressure value on the pipe crown reduced with obviously variable rates due to increasing 563 
the number of the geogrid-reinforcing layers. The reduction rate due to increasing the 564 
number of layers from one to two layers was 10.9%, however, this rate decreased to be 565 
approximately one-fifth of the initial rate due to increasing the number of the layers from 566 
three to four, where its value reached 2.1%. At higher burial depths, the pressure 567 
reduction rate was clearly lower than that measured at the shallowest burial depth, and 568 
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the variation in the reduction rate was insignificant due to increasing the number of the 569 
geogrid-layers. In general, the inclusion of one or two geogrid-layers in the system 570 
generates a lightly reinforced system [45]. A flexible slab is formed out of the geogrid-571 
layers and the soil trapped in-between, which has the ability to mitigate the pressure 572 
transferred along its surface. Increasing the number of the geogrid-layers in the system 573 
would form a heavily reinforced system. Consequently, the stiffness of the system 574 
increases and a rigid slab is generated instead of the flexible one [15]. Once a rigid slab 575 
is formed, the pressure values on the pipe converge, and adding additional geogrid layers 576 
insignificantly contributes in reducing the pressure value, which is clear while using three 577 
and four geogrid-layers. Moreover, the contribution of the geogrid-layers in decreasing 578 
the pressure on the pipe decreases while increasing the burial depths of the pipe due to 579 
the improvement in the arching mechanism. 580 
Consequently, the role of the geogrid-layers in reducing the pressure on the crown of the 581 
pipe is obvious at relatively lower burial depths, where the arching mechanism has a 582 
minor contribution, and while using one or two geogrid-layers, where a flexible slab is 583 
formed. 584 
Pipe deformation 585 
Fig. 18 depicts data for the normalised deformation of the crown of the pipe due to the 586 
variation in its burial depth at the end of the loading profile. The increase in the burial 587 
depth of the pipe contributed to decreasing its deformation. For series B, the values of 588 
the normalised crown deformation were 2.21%, 0.37%, 0.285% and 0.235% for H/D=1.5, 589 
2, 2.5 and 3, respectively. It was observed that the achieved reduction ratio in the 590 
deformation of the crown had a remarkable value while increasing the burial depth from 591 
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H/D=1.5 to 2, where it was 83.3%. An insignificant reduction in the pipe deformation 592 
occurred due to increasing the burial depth of the pipe more than H/D=2, where the 593 
average value of the achieved reduction ratio was 3%. For the other reinforced series, 594 
similar behaviour of the crown deformation was observed with a feasible decrease in the 595 
achieved reduction ratio in its deformation while increasing the burial depth from H/D=1.5 596 
to 2. The reduction ratio reached 66.3%, 53.9% and 39.4% for series C, D and E, 597 
respectively. Additional increase in the burial depth, more than H/D=2, achieved 598 
insignificant reduction in the pipe deformation, despite the increase in the number of 599 
geogrid-layers. 600 
Deformation of the crown is directly related to the pressure on the pipe and the lateral 601 
support provided to its spring-lines. Increasing the burial depth of the pipe enhanced the 602 
contribution of the arching mechanism to decrease pressure on the pipe. Moreover, the 603 
inclusion of a geogrid-layer generated a stiff composite layer, which distributed pressure. 604 
This led to an enhancement in the lateral support provided to the pipe decreasing its 605 
crown deformation. 606 
On the other hand, the increase in the number of the geogrid-layers had an observable 607 
influence in decreasing the crown deformation only at shallow burial depths, i.e. H/D=1.5. 608 
The contribution of the arching mechanism in mitigating the pressure dominated the 609 
system at deeper burial depths, where a full arching mechanism was formed. In series C, 610 
two geogrid-layers were used and the stiff layer that formed behaved as a flexible slab 611 
distributing the pressure underneath it. The increase in the number of the geogrid-layers 612 
(series D and E) formed a rigid slab, where a convergence in the pressure values 613 
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occurred and the crown of the pipe experienced an almost similar deformation at deeper 614 
burial depths. 615 
This explained the insignificant reduction in the deformation of the pipe due to increasing 616 
the number of the geogrid-layers at deeper burial depths. Consequently, based on the 617 
acquired data, using two geogrid-layers would achieve the optimum reduction in the 618 
deformation of the crown, and increasing the burial depth of the pipe more than H/D=2 619 
would provide an insignificant enhancement in decreasing the pipe deformation. 620 
Geogrid-layers strain 621 
Fig. 19.A shows the overall response of the geogrid-layer strain according to the burial 622 
depth increase for series B. The increase of the pipe burial depth negatively influenced 623 
the strain in the geogrid-layer, where it sustained a higher tensile strain with burial depth 624 
increase, as presented in Fig. 19.B. Moreover, the increase rate in the strain was 625 
significantly decreased after a burial depth of H/D=2.5, where the strain rate increased 626 
with only 4.7%. The distance between soil surface and the pipe could be divided into 627 
upper and lower zones. The lower zone was reinforced by the pipe, as its stiffness is 628 
higher compared with the soil’s, moreover it contributed to the stability of the upper zone. 629 
After H/D=2.5, the soil properties primarily controlled the upper zone’s stability. At this 630 
stage, the geogrid-layers dominated the upper zone stability through sustaining tensile 631 
strains in the soil. After H/D=2.5, the strain rate of the geogrid-layers was reduced, where 632 
its contribution to the system’s stability was no longer dependent on the pipe burial depth. 633 
Fig. 19.A demonstrates that during the first 20 loading cycles the strain rate was rapid, 634 
and it decreased with the progression of the loading cycles. The slack effect of the 635 
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geogrid-layer was responsible for this behaviour, where the friction generated between 636 
the soil particles and the ribs forced the layer to stretch and deform before contributing to 637 
system stability [46-48]. When the layer was fully stretched, as illustrated approximately 638 
at the 20th cycle, the slack effect of the geogrid-layer ended [49]. At this stage, the 639 
contribution of the passive earth resistance mechanism dominated the system 640 
performance and a decrease in the strain generation rate occurred. 641 
Fig. 20.A illustrates strain generated in the geogrid-layers at different burial depths for 642 
series C. According to measured strain for the upper (L1) and lower (L2) geogrid-layers, 643 
a similar behaviour to that observed in series B occurred, where the increase in the burial 644 
depth of the pipe resulted in an increase in the strain values experienced by the geogrid-645 
layers. Moreover, the measured data illustrated that at any burial depth of the pipe the 646 
lower geogrid-layer suffered strain values larger than those sustained by the upper one, 647 
matching the findings of Kim, et al. [41], however the upper layer endured higher 648 
deformation as shown in Fig. 20.B. The larger deformation of the upper geogrid-layer 649 
could be related to there being less soil cover above it leading to higher transferred 650 
pressure values, lower confinement and higher deformation. Due to the pressure 651 
redistribution along the upper layer’s surface, the lower layer experienced a reduced 652 
pressure value leading to lower deformation. The increase in the strain experienced by 653 
the lower geogrid-layer could be related to the flexible slab that formed. In this case, 654 
bending stresses were applied to the reinforced zone, generating a high value of tensile 655 
strain in the lower geogrid-layer. Moreover, once the load was applied to this platform its 656 
upper and lower surfaces experienced compressive and tensile strains, respectively. 657 
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Fig. 20 presents the geogrid-layer strain due to the increase of the burial depth, for series 658 
D and E. The results illustrated that a similar behaviour to that observed in series B and 659 
C occurred, where the geogrid-layers experienced higher values of tensile strain with the 660 
increase in the burial depth of the pipe, despite the number of geogrid-layers and their 661 
configuration in the system. 662 
Strain measurements showed that the upper geogrid-layer (L1) exhibited the maximum 663 
values of tensile strain, unlike the lower layer (L3 in series D and L4 in series E), which 664 
had the lowest values. This behaviour contradicted that observed in series C. As 665 
observed in the transferred pressure to the pipe section, increasing the number of the 666 
geogrid-layers that were inserted into the system resulted in forming a heavily reinforced 667 
system with higher stiffness, which contributed to converting the generated flexible slab 668 
into a rigid one [15]. The rigid slab did not deform under bending stresses, unlike the 669 
flexible slab, where its upper surface sustained the highest portion of the applied loads 670 
and lower loads were transferred through the rigid slab until reaching its lower surface. 671 
Consequently, the upper geogrid-layer endured the maximum tensile strain and the 672 
subsequent layers sustained lower strain values until reaching the lower layer, which 673 
exhibited the lowest value of tensile strain. Fig. 20 also showed that the measured strain 674 
values in the third-layer in series D, the third and the fourth layers in series E were 675 
significantly lower than those measured in the first and the second geogrid-layers. This 676 
could illustrate that the inclusion process of two geogrid-layers would achieve the 677 
optimum performance of the reinforced system, and adding additional layers is 678 
uneconomical, where it had a minor contribution in sustaining tensile strain. 679 
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Based on the findings of step one of the parametric study, a pipe burial depth of H/D=2.5 680 
would achieve the optimum reduction in the footing settlement, pressure on pipe’s crown 681 
and strain generation rate in geogrid-layers. However, for H/D=2, the optimum pipe 682 
deformation occurred. Consequently, the optimum pipe burial depth is H/D=2.5. 683 
7.2 Parametric study, step two 684 
In this step, the contribution of varying the number of geogrid-layers is investigated while 685 
keeping H/D=2.5, and applying cyclic loading of increased amplitude. Similar behaviour 686 
to that obtained in step one occurred, where the inclusion of the geogrid-layers 687 
significantly decreased the footing deformation because of the load transfer mechanisms 688 
that were generated. Moreover, the reduction in the footing deformation rate became 689 
insignificant after inserting two geogrid-layers. It should be noted that the measured 690 
values of footing settlement were relatively higher than those measured in step one, which 691 
could be related to the increase in the amplitude of the applied loading profile. The 692 
responses obtained for the pressure on the pipe and its deformation in step two were 693 
similar to those obtained in step one, with relatively higher values reflecting the applied 694 
loading profile. Concerning strain in the geogrid-layers, different behaviour was observed. 695 
The strain profile generated due to the inclusion of one geogrid-layer is presented in Fig. 696 
21.A. The inclusion of two geogrid-layers resulted in forming a flexible slab, leading to 697 
higher strain sustained by the lower layer compared with the upper one, Fig. 21.B. The 698 
inclusion of three and four geogrid-layers increased the stiffness of the flexible slab and 699 
converted it into a rigid one. However, Fig. 21.C and Fig. 21.D showed that the second 700 
geogrid-layer experienced the maximum strain. This could be attributed to the existence 701 
of the second layer at the position where the maximum tensile strain was generated inside 702 
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the soil. Fig. 22 demonstrated the strain generated in unreinforced soil in step one (T3) 703 
and step two (T21) of the parametric study and the proposed positions of the geogrid-704 
layers according to their configuration. Soil strain in step one was lower than that 705 
measured in step two, because of the applied loading profiles, and the maximum strain 706 
in step two was formed in the position where the second layer would be installed. Fig. 707 
22.A demonstrated that the first layer would exist in the area where the maximum strain 708 
was generated (represented by green colour). Consequently, the first layer experienced 709 
higher strain compared with subsequent layers, as presented in Fig. 20.C and Fig. 20.D. 710 
On the other hand, Fig. 22.B showed that the second layer would exist in the area where 711 
the maximum strain was generated (represented by the red colour). As a result, the 712 
second layer sustained the maximum value of the tensile strain, where the other layers 713 
experienced lower strain values, as shown in Fig. 21.C and Fig. 21.D. 714 
8 Conclusions 715 
In this study, the influence of varying the burial depth of buried HDPE pipes in 716 
unreinforced and multi-geogrid-reinforced soils while applying cyclic loading profiles of 717 
variable amplitudes was investigated numerically. Pipe burial depth ranged between 718 
H/D=1.5:3, while using up to four geogrid-layers. Based on the numerically obtained data, 719 
the following conclusions can be drawn. 720 
1- The effect of load transfer mechanisms, particularly passive earth resistance, was 721 
numerically simulated because of the 3D modelling of the geogrid-layers. 722 
2- The increase of the pipe burial depth enhanced the system performance, where 723 
pipe and footing deformations, and pressure on the pipe were reduced. 724 
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3-  With the increase in the burial depth, the contribution of the pipe in supporting the 725 
upper soil zone is reduced, leading to an increase in the strain experienced by the 726 
geogrid-layers.  727 
4- The inclusion of geogrid-layers contributed in forming stiff layers of reinforced-728 
soils, at which the transferred pressure was redistributed, and lower pressure 729 
values were transferred to the pipe. Moreover, enhanced lateral support was 730 
provided to the pipe. 731 
5- The inclusion of two geogrid-layers formed a flexible slab. Consequently, the lower 732 
layer experienced higher strain, despite the higher deformation of the upper one. 733 
6- Inserting three and four geogrid-layers formed a heavily reinforced system of 734 
higher stiffness, and converted the formed flexible slab into a rigid one. However, 735 
the first and the second geogrid-layers sustained the maximum tensile strain in 736 
step one and step two, respectively. 737 
7- The distribution of strain in the geogrid-layers depended on the value of the applied 738 
load and the position where the maximum tensile strain was generated. 739 
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10 Notations 743 
3D Three-dimension 
B Footing width 
BL Bedding layer 
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C3D8R Eight-node continuum brick elements with reduced integration 
Cc, Cu Curvature and uniformity coefficients 
CS Crown settlement 
D Pipe diameter 
D10, D50 Effective and medium grain sizes 
Dr Relative density 
E Elastic modulus 
emax, emin Maximum and minimum void ratios 
Eslip Elastic slip factor 
FEM Finite element modeling 
FS Footing settlement 
Gs Specific gravity 
h Spacing between geogrid-layers 
H Burial depth of the pipe 
HDPE High-density Polyethylene 
L Geogrid length 
L1, L2, L3, L4 Layer one, two, three, four 
LVDT Linear Variable Differential Transducer 
MD, XMD Machine and cross machine directions 
N Geogrid-layers number 







Tult Ultimate tensile strength 
u Distance between footing and upper geogrid-layer 
γ Poisson’s ratio 
ᴪ Dilation angle 
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Fig. 1  Testing rig and measuring instruments 
A: Testing rig. B: Pipe strain gauges. 
C: Schematically diagram of testing rig and measuring instruments. 
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Loading system 









Fig. 2  Average stress-strain behaviour of pipe and reinforcing layer materials 
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Fig. 3  3D geometry of the geogrid-reinforcing layer and the pipe 
A: 3D layer. B: Meshing of the layer. C: Pipe.  
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Fig. 4  Plasticity model of the pipe and reinforcement materials, hardening rule 
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Fig. 5 Modelled soil parts 
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Fig. 6 Used techniques for soil meshing 
A: Sweep and structured soil portions. B: Minimum number of soil elements. 
C: Soil after meshing. 
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Structured soil portion 











Fig. 7 Loading profiles in FE analysis 
A: First loading profile. B: Second loading profile. 
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Fig. 8 Validation results 
A: Footing settlement, N=0. B: Crown settlement, N=0. 
C: Footing settlement, N=1. D: Crown settlement, N=1. 
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Fig. 9 Normalised footing settlement, N=0 
A: Due to loading cycle’s progression. B: At the end of the loading profile. 
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Fig. 10 Footing settlement due to burial depth increase (mm) 
A: H/D=1.5. B: H/D=2. C: H/D=2.5. D: H/D=3. 
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Fig. 11 Normalised crown settlement at the end of the loading profile 
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Fig. 12 Pipe deformation due to burial depth increase (mm) 
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Fig. 13 Transferred pressure to the crown of the pipe 
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Fig. 14 Pressure distribution due to burial depth increase (MPa) 
A: H/D=1.5. B: H/D=2. C: H/D=2.5. D: H/D=3 
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Fig. 15 Normalised footing settlement in geogrid-reinforced soil 
A: Due to burial depth increase. B: Due to geogrid-layer number increase. 
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Fig. 16 Pressure on pipe crown 
A: Due to burial depth increase. B: Due to geogrid-layer number increase. 
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Fig. 17 Pressure distribution in geogrid-reinforced systems (MPa), H/D=2 
A: N=0. B: N=1. C: N=2. D: N=3. E: N=4. 
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Fig. 18 Normalised crown deformation at variable burial depths 
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Fig. 19 Strain generated in the reinforcing layer, series B 
A: Overall strain profile. B: Maximum strain value.  
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Slack effect of the RFT 






Fig. 20 Strain and deformation of geogrid-layers 
A: Strain, series C. B: Deformation, series C. C: Strain, series D. D: Strain, series E. 
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Fig. 21 Geogrid-layers’ strain, series F 
A: Strain profile for N=1. B: N=2. C: N=3. D: N=4. 
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Fig. 22 Strain in the unreinforced soil, H/D=2.5 
A: Step one. B: Step two. 
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Table 1 Properties of the sand 968 
Test Description Value 
Sieve analysis 
Coefficient of uniformity, Cu 1.3 
Coefficient of curvature, Cc 1.0 
Effective grain size, D10 (mm) 0.5 
D30 (mm) 0.6 
Medium grain size, D50 (mm) 0.6 
D60 (mm) 0.7 
Compaction 
Proctor dry unit weight (kN/m3) 16.4 
Optimum water content % 7.9 
 
Maximum dry unit weight (kN/m3) 17.1 
Minimum dry unit weight (kN/m3) 15.3 
Maximum void ratio, emax 0.7 
Minimum void ratio, emin 0.5 
Relative density, Dr (%) 57.0 
Specific Gravity, Gs 2.6 
Actual unit weight of sand (kN/m3) 16.32 
Shear box and Triaxial 
Stiffness (kN/m2) 55000.0 
Friction angle (degree), Φ 36.5 
Cohesion (kN/m2), c 0.0 
 969 




Table 2 Properties of the geogrid-layers 972 




Aperture size (mm) 39.0 x 39.0 
Thickness (mm) 1.27 
Sheet unit weight (kN/m2) 0.0019 
Ultimate tensile strength, Tult (kN/m) 20.0 
Load at 2% strain (kN/m) 7.0 
Load at 5% strain (kN/m) 14.0 
Strain at Tult (%) 11.0 
Elements unit weight (kN/m3) 2.7 
Tensile Test, 
[36] 
Elastic modulus (kN/m2) 300000.0 
Poisson’s ratio 0.3 
 973 

















angle, ᴪ (°) 
Cohesion, c 
(MPa) 
Soil 55 0.3 16.32 36.5 6.5 1E-05 
Footing 2.1E05 0.3 78.5 - - - 
where; ᴪ= Φ-30, [16]  977 
  978 
67 
 
Table 4 Testing scheme 979 
Step Test type Series Tests 
Test configuration 
Tests 
No. RFT. No. 
(N) 
u/B h/B L/D H/D Loading 
One 
Unreinforced A T1-T4 - - - - 
1.5-2-2.5-3 Fig. 7.A 
4 
Reinforced 
B T5-T8 1 
0.35 0.35 5 
4 
C T9-12 2 4 
D T13-16 3 4 
E T17-20 4 4 




where; RFT stands for reinforcing layer, u refers to the spacing between topmost reinforcing layer 980 
and footing, B represents the footing width, h is the spacing between reinforcing layers, L denotes 981 
reinforcement length, H is the pipe burial depth from ground surface and D is the outer diameter 982 
of the pipe. 983 
